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**Aim:** Any interruption or distraction during the process of medication administration might cause a medication error.

**Materials and Methods:** This observational study examined frequency and reasons of interruptions during preparation and administration of pediatric medications. Two thousand three hundred forty-four medication doses were observed during 200 medication administration rounds. Data regarding the interruptions that occur during the preparation and administration of medications were collected for one calendar year. Frequencies and percentage distributions were calculated for the interruptions as well as their reasons.

**Results:** An interruption of 36.1% occurred during this process. Most frequent interruption reasons are mothers, physicians and nurses. Sixty-one errors were made on total of interruptions.

**Conclusion:** Findings in this study present importance of establishment of clinical and institutional environment for nurses to safe medication administration, in terms of patient safety.
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**Introduction**

Any interruption or distraction during the process of medication administration might cause a medication error. Thus, this increases the damage risk to pediatric patients, who are considered to form a riskier group in terms of medication administration. In studies where qualitative, retrospective records or reported error reasons were examined, interruptions were depicted as the reason of error (1-3). While there is a limited number of studies looking for the reasons and frequencies of errors through the observation method, there is no study aimed at determining the interruption characteristics in pediatrics.

Westbrook et al. (3) and Palese et al. (4) suggest determining and describing the factors causing interruptions in the work environment for the patient safety as well as for
ensuring nurses to work under safe conditions. According to Biron et al. (5), further research is needed to better document the contribution of interruptions to medication administration errors as the available evidence is still limited. The suggestion put forward by Biron et al. (5) is of great importance as it shows the necessity of future studies to be conducted in this field. This study was carried out so as to define the frequency and reasons of interruptions that occur during the preparation and administration of medications in the pediatric ward and assess the medication errors caused by these interruptions.

**Literature Review**

Most of the studies aiming at determining interruptions during the medication administration have recently been carried out (6). The interruption rates found in these studies which were conducted in different countries were close to one another. Biron et al. (7) observed 374 interruptions (6.3 interruption/hour) during 102 medication rounds. Kreckler et al. (8) determined 99 interruptions during 38 rounds and Palese et al. (4) detected 298 interruptions during 56 rounds. Ebright et al. (9) observed the interruptions experienced by nurses in the working environment in their study. Each nurse was monitored for 3 hours, they experienced 7-13 interruptions and each one of them was determined to have experienced approximately 19 interruptions. In the study of McGillis et al. (10), the concept of interruptions in pediatric nurses’ working environment was examined and interruptions encountered significantly more frequently while preparing or administering medications were described. It was also reported that some interruptions resulted an increased risk of error.

While Pape (11) observed 484 interruptions in the control group, he observed 64 interruptions in the medsafe group during his interventional study. In another interventional study, human factors techniques were applied to determine interruptions experienced during preparation of paediatric medications through the design of environmental intervention. Interruptions were significantly reduced and staff attitudes towards the situation were considerably improved.

While the reasons of interruptions have varied by the studies, such reasons as nurses, secondary duties, telephone interviews, mising medication are placed on the top. In addition to individual reasons, a significant part of interruptions are caused by system inadequacies. In relation to the medication errors, most studies focus on reasons and solutions. However, only a few of them provide applicable solutions (11). There is a limited number of studies that suggest readjustment of the human factor and working environment with the aim of decreasing the medication errors (4,11-13). According to Reason (14), environmental factors in the system cause errors. It is required to define the factors in the system in order to decrease the interruptions and develop a safe medication administration in the institution.

**Materials and Methods**

This study was a part of the project which observed the errors that were made during the pediatric medication administration process (15). In this descriptive study, observation method was used in an attempt to determine the frequency and reasons of interruptions experienced by nurses during the preparation and administration of pediatric medications.

This study was conducted in the pediatric ward of a university hospital. The unit, where the newborns, intensive care, infection and metabolic disease patients between the age range of 0-18 years are hospitalized, has a capacity of 52 beds. The ward having patient rooms with one-five beds is consisted of two corridors. The medications are prepared in the medication room located in the center of the ward. The patient-to-nurse ratios vary between 1:5 and 1:11 according to the patient care intensity in the ward, where 25 nurses work. Each nurse prepares and administers the medications of patients, for whose care they are responsible. Mothers/ caregivers are also present there for 24 hours to help their patients. The sample comprised of 200 medication rounds (10-12-14-18-22-02-06) administered by the nurses who were working in this ward.

Data regarding the interruptions that occur during the preparation and administration of medications were collected for one calendar year. Interruption observation form was used for defining the frequency and reasons of interruptions. This form includes starting and finishing times of the preparation and administration of medications along with spaces where the frequency and reasons of the interruption will be written down. The number and reasons of the nurses’ interruptions were recorded in the form in every medication round.

A pre-test was performed in order to assess the usability of the form. Five specialists were consulted in the preparation of the observation form that was drawn up in line with clinical experience and the literature. Necessary corrections were made according to the recommendations of the specialists. A preliminary implementation of the observation form was conducted at the hospital’s pediatric surgery unit by a researcher who had experience in research and pediatric clinical training with a second observer having a similar background. The necessary alterations were made in the fields that were found insufficient and a second preliminary implementation was carried out. Frequencies and percentage distributions were calculated for the interruptions as well as their reasons.

Necessary permissions were obtained from the Ethical Committee of the hospital (Dokuz Eylül University, B.30.2...0.70.10.00-3435) and the School of Nursing (Dokuz Eylül University, B.30.2...0.82.00.00/1407) where the study was conducted. Nurses were informed about the objective and method of the study, their questions were answered and their consents were also taken.

**Results**

In this study, a total of 2344 medication administration doses were observed during 200 medication administration rounds. While the medication preparation lasted for
approximately 24 minutes, the administration lasted for 36 minutes.

An interruption of 36.1% occurred during the process of medication administration. Due to interruptions, 61 errors (2.6%) were reported on a total of 2,344 medication doses. These errors, which are made during the medication preparation, are related to dose and the use of wrong medication (Table I).

Considering the total of 847 interruptions, nurses experienced 72.7% of them during the medication preparation process and 27.3% of them during the administration process. Examining the reasons of interruptions, it was observed that the most frequent interruption reasons were mothers (22.2%), physicians (17.8%) and other nurses (17%). Missing medication in the ward (14.4%) and interruptions experienced due to the needs of patient (11.7%) were counted among other reasons (Table II).

**Table I. Some specifications of the observed medication doses**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>n (2344)</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interruptions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interrupted</td>
<td>947</td>
<td>36.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not interrupted</td>
<td>1497</td>
<td>63.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication administration error</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not error</td>
<td>2283</td>
<td>97.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table II. Some specifications of the interruptions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>n (847)</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation</td>
<td>616</td>
<td>72.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>27.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasons</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mothers/caregivers</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>22.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physician</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>17.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other nurse</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>17.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing medication</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care management problems</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visitor</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other personnel</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency situation</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

In this study, a total of 2,344 medication doses were observed during 200 medication administration rounds. The fact that the data were collected in a broad period of time made it easier to define the reasons of interruptions objectively in the system. While the medication preparation lasted approximately for 24 minutes, the administration lasted for 36 minutes. Time averages of medication preparation and administration were found out to be longer when compared to the literature. While a medication administration was reported to take approximately 34 minutes in Biron’s (5) study, it was reported to last for 24 minutes in Kreckler et al. (8) study. Longer time averages found in our study could be associated with the nature of our sample since it takes a longer time to prepare and administer pediatric medications when compared to adult doses. Lack of pediatric dose of many medications, administration of doses in small amounts and the physiological features of children affect the medication preparation process of nurses negatively. Future studies aiming at determining the characteristics of interruptions experienced during the preparation and administration of pediatric doses will support the comparability of our results.

According to the results of our study, nurses experienced interruption in approximately one third of all medication doses. While 3/4 of these interruptions were experienced during the stage of medication preparation, approximately 1/4 of them were encountered during the administration stage. In the study of Biron et al. (5), nurses experienced interruption for at least once in more than half of the medications they prepared. In the study of Westbrook et al. (3), the ratio of interruptions experienced during the stage of medication administration was reported as 53.1%. In the interventional study of Pape (11), which aimed at preventing interruptions during the medication preparation, the control group experienced 484 interruptions while the group where interventions were applied to prevent interruptions experienced 64 interruptions. This result is of paramount importance as it shows that interruptions could be reduced with the help of strategies and preventive interventions.

According to our results, 61 errors (2.6%) occurred due to interruptions during the preparation of 2344 medication doses. Most of them were related to dose as well as the preparation of wrong medications. According to the results of qualitative studies which examined the reasons of errors, interruptions ranked at the top of the factors leading to errors (1,15,16). In the study of Westbrook et al. (3), which was the first study to assess the relationship between interruptions and medication errors, it was determined that the interruption frequency increases the severity of medication error. The error severity, which is 2.3% in the absence of interruption, becomes 4.7% in the presence of four interruptions (3). Our results support the results of Westbrook et al (3). This result is also important as it sets a guide for planning the interventions aiming at preventing interruptions as study results on the ratios and reasons of medication errors made by nurses are utterly limited in the literature.

According to our results, the highest number of interruption was caused by the factor of caregivers. When their children’s care management problems came into question, mothers interrupted the medication preparation and administration processes of nurses. While patient-caused interruption was placed on the top in the study of Palese et al. (4), it was reported to cause interruptions by 24.7% in the literature.
study of Hedberg and Larsson (17). These interruptions were unpredictable and unanticipated. The number of interruptions could be decreased during the medication preparation with the help of preventive interventions. It is recommended to decrease interruptions and distractions by arranging the medication preparation room as a sterilized cockpit area (14).

One of the most common factors causing interruptions was the nurses themselves. The chitchats of nurses during the medication preparation were reported to constitute one of the primary reasons of error in other studies, as well (4,16). According to the observation data, the nurse obtains information about a study regarding a medication that is not applied from before from an experienced nurse or they might prepare it together. The fact that the ward was a general pediatric ward and had a very broad patient profile was thought to influence the medication variety encountered by nurses.

In this study, another important factor leading to interruptions was found as the late arrival of medications. Late arrival of medications caused interruptions during the preparation and administration phases. Lack of medications is a problem of the system and included among the error reasons (14). System failures, resulting in interruptions during medication administration, cause interruptions more frequently when compared to other nursing activities.

Physician or personnel-originated interruptions were reported to be among the error reasons in many studies (4,8,11). On the other hand, in this study, the nurse experienced interruptions due to the questions of the group or the information they gave. These information are generally related to the changes in patient’s medications. Following the physician’s visit, the patient’s medication doses might change, be terminated or a new medication might start. Nurses should be given information about any change as soon as it occurs for the continuity of treatment and patient safety. Just like the regular medication administration rounds, the medication management strategies might also decrease the interruptions in this area.

Nurses experienced interruptions during medication administration due to other duties related to the patient care such as performing aspiration and recording the liquid follow-up. In the study of Biron et al. (7), the direct patient care interventions were counted among the most frequent reasons of interruption. These were included in the nurse’s duties. The interruption of the medication administration process could be prevented by planning the time. Emergency cases such as the patient’s resuscitation are unavoidable and unexpected cases. The number of interruptions experienced during medication administration due to such cases is utterly limited.

Limitations
While the periods of medication preparation and administration were calculated, the interruption period was not calculated.

Conclusion
This study is the first of its field as it defines the frequency and reasons of interruptions in the field of pediatrics through the method of observation and shows that interruptions lead to errors. According to our results, while the interruptions occur frequently during the medication administration process, the factor causing the highest number of interruptions is caregivers. Although the interruptions might be caused by irresolvable and unpredictable conditions, they can also be caused by resolvable factors in many systems. The results of this study emphasize the importance of establishing an appropriate clinical and institutional environment for nurses to prepare and administer a safe medication to ensure patient safety.

Studies, which examine the factors that contribute to medication errors, comprise a guide for understanding the error reasons. There is a need for immediate solutions for some of the factors that contribute to errors (14,18). Accordingly, the system-centered approach is an accurate step for interventions aiming at decreasing the errors encountered during medication administration. Examining the clinical practices of nurses, it was observed that interruptions were placed at the top among the factors regarding the system. There is a need for further studies assessing the realistic interventions aiming at preventing interruptions.
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